
FARM
Now is the time to buy Farm Implements, anc
Avery & Son. Come in and let us demonstrn

A Two-Purpose
Dise Harrow-

is one that prepares a well pulverized seed bed and
then gultivates the crop. Such a harrow is a paying
investment. The

Avery Crescent
is that kind. It h a a 18 standards (other harrows
inches of clearance under have only two) set edge-
the double trees, permitting wise to prevent cloging.
cultivation until crop is well
advanced in growth. with or without tong~u e
Gangs are reversible, so truck.

you can throw soil to or The better the seed bed
away from the row. They the biger the crop. Disc
can be set any desired dis- your land with a Crescent
tance apart on the frame and before and after plowing,
given any tilt to the bed. and the increased yields will
The gangs with four discs pay for it several times over
have three u priht steel before it wears out.
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IMPLEMENTS!
we represent the oldest plo makers in the world-B. F.

te this. line to you. We ha e a mc plete Stock of Repairs.

Will It Plow Right
After Years of Use?
is a question that occurs to you when you come to
.uy a new plow.

Avery Chilled Plows
do good work "to the end of when you come to put on
the chapter" because- new wearing parts, they slip

Share, moldboard, land- into place with ease and "fit
side and standard are locked' like a glove," retaining the
together so rigidly by "The original shape and pitch ofLock That Locks" that the the plow.
plow holds its correct set and
pitch, no matter how hard Before you buy another
the plowing or how long plow, come in and examine

plow is used. the Avery.
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